
QUALITY MANAGEMENT 
ESSENTIALS (QME)

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
CERTIFICATION

Quality in all forms, from 
product manufacturing to 

customer service, under QME 
certification will improve

a company’s value,
cost efficiency and

customer relationship.



 h Easy implantation steps
 h Committed to customer satisfaction
 h Ensuring confidentiality and impartiality

 h Reduced management involvement
 h Certifiable

QME consists of the major clauses of ISO 9001, which allow different departments at a company to implement them with less 
direction from management and without risking the fundamental concepts of ISO 9001 structure. Implementing PECB’s QME 
framework and obtaining the certification for your organization is the right decision towards demonstrating the ability of practicing 
quality management and addressing the challenges involved in an efficient way.

The design objectives for this new certification scheme:

What is QME about?

 h Being aware of the context of the organization
 h Proactively scanning their organization
 h Being able to react to a  crisis that  occurs
 h Communicating a positive message to staff and customers
 h Ensuring management’s support for the implementation
 h Determine and maintain required infrastructure

 h Planned and controlled processes
 h Providing product and service related information
 h Determine design stages considering activities such 

as verification and validation, control of design, design 
review, resources needed for design and development, etc.

QME certification is granted to companies that demonstrate compliance and regulatory requirements with the ISO 9001 
standard. PECB will provide you with this certification by demonstrating that your product or services meet the major criteria 
and is in conformance with ISO 9001. With this certification, which is a useful tool to add credibility, companies will show 
compliance to the specific clauses implemented in their management system, such as:
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 h Easy implantation steps
 h Committed to customer satisfaction
 h Ensuring confidentiality and impartiality
 h Reduced management involvement
 h Certifiable
 h Benefits of QME certification
 h Improve performance of affected processes
 h Reduce implementation costs

 h Does not require  extra training for certified ISO 9001 
implementers and auditors

 h Identifies and encourages more efficient and time saving 
processes

 h Marketing advantage through international recognition of 
the certificate

 h Serves as  a feasible stepping stone to achieve full ISO 
9001 certification

Benefits of QME certification to your organization:

QME certification (also known as “registration”) is granted by a third-party, such as PECB, upon verifying through an audit that 
the organization has fulfilled the considered essential clauses. This certification is then maintained through scheduled annual 
surveillance audits by the registrar, with re-certification of the Quality Management Systems performed on a triannual basis.
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PECB is a certification body for persons, management systems, and products on a wide range of international 
standards. As a global provider of training, examination, audit, and certification services, PECB offers its 

expertise on multiple fields, including but not limited to Quality Management. 

PECB
CERTIFICATION
PROCESS

We help organizations to show commitment and competence with internationally recognized standards by providing this assurance 
through the education, evaluation and certification against rigorous, internationally recognized competence requirements. With a 
global coverage of more than 900 partners in over 150 countries worldwide, our mission is to provide our clients comprehensive 
services that inspire trust, continual improvement, demonstrate recognition, and benefit society as a whole.

To find out how you can obtain the Quality Management Essentials Certification, contact certification@iCertWorks.com 

YEAR 2 (1st SURVEILLANCE AUDIT) YEAR 3 (2nd SURVEILLANCE AUDIT)

No longer than 12 
months from the initial 

certification audit

No longer than 12 months 
from the 1st surveillance 

audit

YEAR 1 (INITIAL CERTIFICATION)

This is optional, and it must be 
done at least 3 months before 

Certification Audit

RE-CERTIFICATION AUDIT
Within two months before the triennial certificate expiration

Plan for audit has
to be mutually

agreed

Non-conformities must be 
closed at least 3 months after 

audit conclusions

Certificate will be issued within 
2 weeks after successful

audit closing

PRE-AUDIT AUDIT PLAN AUDIT
STAGE 1 AND 2

INITIAL
CERTIFICATION

SURVEILLANCE
AUDIT 2

AUDIT PLAN AUDIT PLANSURVEILLANCE
AUDIT 1
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